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0 of 0 review helpful An enjoyable read By Reviews by Rachel I am not usually in to historical fiction of this setting a 
Colorado ranch in the 1800s However I enjoyed the true to life portrayals of humanity in these characters those in their 
natural state of sin and the redeemed The story chronicles a young woman with a troubled upbringing who struggles to 
raise twin boys rejecting God as well as her believing husband When Travis and Rebecca marry rumors quickly spread 
that he has done so only for her dying father s ranch Confused and convinced that Travis can never truly love her 
Rebecca strikes out on her own She disappears to make a new life for herself in a town far away but her friends there 
are few and life is hard When desperate circumstances drive Rebecca home to Travis she can see the change in the 
man she left behind In her absence he has grown from a About the Author Lori Wick is a multifaceted author of 
Christian fiction As comfortable writing period stories as she is penning contemporary works Lori rsquo s books more 
than nbsp 6 million in print vary widely in location and time period Lor 
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